
Natural Language Processing

Discourse, Entty Linking, and 
Pragmatcs



Semantcs Road Map

1. Lexical semantcs

2. Disambiguatng words
 Word sense disambiguaton

 Coreference resoluton

3. Semantc role labeling

4. Meaning representaton languages

5. Discourse and pragmatcs

6. Compositonal semantcs, semantc parsing



How Do Sentences Relate to Each Other?

John hid Bill’s car keys. He was drunk.

*John hid Bill’s car keys. He likes spinach.



Another Example

“Near-death experiences can help one see more clearly 
sometmes,” said Steve Jobs. He was speaking about struggling 
companies. Yet he could easily have been talking about his own 
life. In 1985 Mr Jobs was pushed out of Apple Computer, the frm 
he had helped found, only to return afer a decade away. In doing 
so, he mounted one of capitalism’s most celebrated comebacks.

*Yet he could easily have been talking about his own life. “Near-
death experiences can help one see more clearly sometmes,” said 
Steve Jobs. In doing so, he mounted one of capitalism’s most 
celebrated comebacks. In 1985 Mr Jobs was pushed out of Apple 
Computer, the frm he had helped found, only to return afer a 
decade away. He was speaking about struggling companies.

http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21645593-new-book-attempts-reconstruct-one-worlds-most-celebrated-inventors-jobs-2ζ



What Is Discourse?

Discourse is the coherent structure of language 
above the level of sentences or clauses. A 
discourse is a coherent structured group of 
sentences.

What makes a passage coherent?

A practcal answer: It has meaningful 
connectons between its utterances.



Applicatons of Computatonal Discourse

• Automatc essay grading

• Automatc summarizaton

• Dialogue systems



Discourse Segmentaton

Goal: Given raw text, separate a document into 
a linear sequence of subtopics.

Pyrmaid from commons.wikimedia.org



Cohesion

Relatons between words in two units ssentences, 
paragraphs) “glue” them together.

Before winter I built a chimney, and shingled the 
sides of my house… I have thus a tght shingled and 
plastered house.

Peel, core, and slice the pears and apples. Add the 
fruit to the skillet.



Supervised Discourse Segmentaton

Our instances: place markers between 
sentences sor paragraphs or clauses)

 Our labels: yes smarker is a discourse boundary) 
or no smarker is not a discourse boundary)

What features should we use?

• Discourse markers or cue words

• Word overlap before/afer boundary

• Number of coreference chains that cross boundary

• Others?



Evaluatng Discourse Segmentaton



Some Coherence Relatons

How can we label the relatonships between utterances in 
a discourse? A few examples:

• Explanaton: Infer that the state or event asserted by S1 

causes or could cause the state or event asserted by Sζ.

• Occasion: A change of state can be inferred from the 
asserton of Sζ, whose fnal state can be inferred from S1, 

or vice versa.

• Parallel: Infer p(a1, a2,…) from the asserton of Sζ and 

p(b1, b2,…) from the asserton of S1, where ai and bi are 

similar for all i.



Discourse Structure from Coherence 
Relatons



Automatc Coherence Assignment

Given a sequence of sentences or clauses , we 
want to automatcally:

• determine coherence relatons between them 
scoherence relaton assignment)

• extract a tree or graph representng an entre 
discourse sdiscourse parsing)



Automatc Coherence Assignment

Very difcult. One existng approach is to use cue 
phrases.

John hid Bill’s car keys because he was drunk.

The scarecrow came to ask for a brain. Similarly, the 
tn man wants a heart.

1) Identfy cue phrases in the text.

2) Segment the text into discourse segments.

3) Classify the relatonship between each 
consecutve discourse segment.



Entty Linking



A Lead-In: Reference Resoluton

John Chang, Chief Financial Ofcer of Megabucks 
Banking Corp since 2ζζ4, saw his pay jump 2ζ%, to 
$1.3 million, as the 35-year-old also became the 
Denver-based fnancial-services company’s 
president. It has been ten years since he came to 
Megabucks from rival Lotsabucks. 



Reference Resoluton

Goal: determine what 
enttes are referred to 
by which linguistc 
expressions.

The discourse model 
contains our eligible set 
of referents.



Five Types of Referring Expressions

• Indefnite noun phrases

I saw a beautiul Ford Falcoon today.

• Defnite noun phrases

I read about it in the New York Times.

• Pronouns

Emma smiled as coheeriully as she coould.

• Demonstratves

Put it bacok. This one is in beter coonditon.

• Names

Miss Woodhouse coertainly had not done him justcoe.



Referring Expression Ordering

• He now earns over $1.3M.  The new president started at 
Lotsabucks last month.  John Chang came from Megabucks 
Corp.

• John Chang came from Megabucks.  The new president 
started at Lotsabucks last month.  He now earns over $1.3M.

• First Menton: ofen full name, can be indefnite

• Second Menton: can be reduced, can be defnite can be 
pronoun

• Menton rules can be broken, but not ofen.



Entty Linking

Apple updated its investor relatons page today 
to note that it will announcoe its earnings ior the 
secoond fscoal quarter (frst coalendar quarter) oi 
2015 on Monday, April 27.

News text from http://www.macrumors.com/2ζ15/ζ3/3ζ/apple-to-announce-q2-2ζ15-earnings-on-april-25/



One Approach to Entty Linking

Use supervised learning: Train on known 
references to each entty. Use features from 
context sbag of words, syntax, etc.).



Pragmatcs



Pragmatcs

Pragmatcs is a branch of linguistcs dealing with 
language use in context.

When a diplomat says yes, he means ‘perhaps’;

When he says perhaps, he means ‘no’;

When he says no, he is not a diplomat.

sVariously attributed to Voltaire, H. L. Mencken, and 
Carl Jung)

Quote from http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/pragmatcs/



In Context?

• Social context
– Social identtes, relatonships, and setng

• Physical context
– Where? What objects are present? What actons?

• Linguistc context
– Conversaton history

• Other forms of context
– Shared knowledge, etc.



Speech Act Theory

“I’ll give the lecture today.”

“It’s cold in here.”

"This administraton today, here and now, declares 
unconditonal war on poverty in America.”

“I now pronounce you man and wife.”



Speech Act Theory in NLP

Let’s say that I’m building a system that will 
interact with people conversatonally.

Is speech act theory relevant? Why?



Grice’s Maxims

1. Quantty: Make your contributon as informatve as 
required, but no more

2. Quality: Try to make your contributon one that is 
true

3. Relaton: Be relevant

4. Manner:

1. Don’t be obscure

2. Avoid ambiguity

3. Be brief

4. Be orderly

The Pragmatcs Handbook



Grice’s Maxims in NLP

Let’s say that I’m building a system that will 
interact with people conversatonally.

How are Grice’s Maxims relevant?



Cover of Shel Silverstein’s Where the Sidewalk Ends s1954)
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